Interns/working students in Global Telematics (m/w)

Being connected will be a standard feature in consumer life in the near future. As a consequence, Allianz has the clear objective to service connected ecosystems by default. Are you interested in joining the digitalization journey of one of the largest and most well-known financial services provider in the world with 83 million customers around the globe? As part of Global Telematics you would digitalize Allianz’ business model by developing and implementing solutions in the field of connected car, connected home, and connected person. Our team consisting of highly motivated colleagues with a diverse professional and international background is located in Germany (Munich) and Italy (Trieste).

Yours tasks and responsibilities
- Contribute to elaboration and execution of the Group strategy for Telematics
- Conduct market and technology research on disruptive telematics services and devices and derive implications
- Support OE deployment projects from early discussion until final implementation
- Compile presentations and other documentation for knowledge transfer
- Strengthen project portfolio management and regular reportings

Your skills and experience
- Bachelor and master students with business sense and an affinity for technology
- Practical experience in Insurance, Financial Services and/or IT industry would be a plus
- Fluency in English mandatory
- High level of flexibility, perseverance, can-do attitude and ability to work in agile/ start-up context
- Excellent problem solution competency, i.e. structure, analysis, and results orientation

Additional information
- Full time internship for 4 to 6 months
- 20 hours/week as a working student
- Location: Munich

If you are curious in working at the cutting edge of the insurance industry and convinced that you can contribute significantly to Allianz digital by default strategy, than we are looking forward to receiving your CV and motivation letter. Please use the following E-Mail for handing in your complete documents and for addressing your questions: Amos_recruiting@allianz.com